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*October 26, 1926* 
How in all the acts that Jesus did, His purpose was the Kingdom of the Divine 
Fiat.  ADAM feels the honor he had lost being returned to him. 

…I was beginning my Round in the Divine Will, and going into the terrestrial 
Eden, where ADAM had done the first act of withdrawal of his human will from 
the Divine Will, I said to my sweet Jesus:  ‘My Love, I want to annihilate my human 
will in Yours, that it may never have life, so that your Divine Will may have Life in 
everything and forever, in order to Repair for the First Act which ADAM did, and 
return to your Supreme Will all the Glory as if ADAM had never withdrawn from 
It.  Oh! how I wish to give back to him the honor he lost because he did his own 
human will and rejected Yours.  And I intend to do this act for as many times as 
creatures have done their own human will - the cause of all evils, and have rejected 
Yours - the Origin and Fount of all Goods.  Therefore I pray You that the Kingdom 
of the Supreme Fiat may come soon, so that everyone, from ADAM up to all the 
creatures who have done their own human will, may receive the Honor and the 
Glory which they lost, and your Divine Will may receive Triumph, Glory and Its 
Fulfillment.’ 

 Now, while I was saying this, my highest Good, Jesus, was moved and 
touched, and making my first father ADAM present to me, let him himself tell me, 
with emphasis of Love, all Special:  “Blessed daughter (Luisa), finally my Lord God, 
after so many centuries, has delivered to the Light of the day the one (Luisa) who was 
to think about giving me back the Honor and the Glory which I lost, alas, by doing my 
human will.  How I feel my Happiness Redoubled.  Until now, no one has ever thought 
of giving me back that Honor which I lost.  Therefore I thank God profoundly for 
having delivered you (Luisa) to the Light, and I (Adam) thank you (Luisa), the 
daughter dearest to me, for taking on the commitment to Return to God the Glory, as 
if His Divine Will had never been offended by me, and to me the Great Honor that the 
Kingdom of the Supreme Fiat be established once again in the midst of the human 
generations.  It is Right that I (Adam) give you (Luisa) the place which had been 
destined to me as the First Creature that came out of the hands of our Creator.” 

 After this, my lovable Jesus, clasping me to Himself, told me:  “My 
daughter (Luisa), not only ADAM, but all Heaven awaits your Acts in My Divine 
Will, in order to receive the Honor which their human will has taken away from 
them.  You must know that I (Jesus) have placed More Grace in you (Luisa) than 
I placed in ADAM, so that My Divine Will might Possess you (Luisa) and Dominate 
Triumphantly over you (Luisa), and so that yours might feel Honored to never 



have life and to give the place to My Divine Will.  In him (Adam) I did not place My 
Holy Humanity as his Help and Strength, and as Cortege of My Divine Will, because 
then I did not have It (My Holy Humanity).  But I (Jesus) have placed It (My Holy 
Humanity) in you (Luisa), to provide you (Luisa) with all the Necessary Helps, so 
that your human will may remain at its place, and Mine may Reign and, together 
with you (Luisa), may follow your Rounds in My Eternal Volition in order to 
establish Its Kingdom.” 

On hearing this, surprised, I said:  ‘My Jesus, what are You saying?  It seems 
to me that You want to tempt me and make fun of me.  How is it possible that You 
have placed more grace in me than in ADAM?’ 

And Jesus:  “Certainly, certainly, My daughter.  I (Jesus) had to do in such a 
way that your human will might be sustained by another Divine Humanity, so that it 
would not stagger, but remain Firm in My Divine Will.  So, I am not making fun of 
you (Luisa), but I am telling you this, so that you (Luisa) correspond to Me and be 
attentive.” 
 


